We LEARN with PRIDE
Year 5 2021-2022
Topic name:
Curriculum driver:
Concepts:
Big questions:

English

Reading
text:

Shared
reading

Autumn 1 (6 weeks 3
days)

Autumn 2 (7 weeks)

Crime Busters

Spectacular space

Science

Spring 1 (5 weeks, 4
days)

Summer 1 (4 weeks

Summer 2 (7weeks 4d)

Invaders!

Olá Brazil

Journey to the Rainforest

Science

History

Geography

Science/Geography

Mystery, truth, changes,
sacrifice, commitment

Discovery, taking risks,
resilience, challenge

Change, success, pride, bravery

Identity, individuality,
culture, difference

Responsibility,
consequences, rights

Are changes in life
always permanent?

Why is it important that
we take risks?

How can we leave our own legacy?

What makes me unique?

Do we always appreciate
what we have?

Rock, Paper, Scissors (3 weeks)
Poetry Highwayman( x 2 weeks)
The boy at the back of the class(3 weeks)
TAKE ONE BOOK WEEK (1 week)
Viking Boy (3 weeks)

The house of one
hundred clocks (4 weeks)

Drag ‘n’ Drop(5 weeks)
The Day the Moon
Came to Earth Sky
advert (letter…)
(capitalise proper
nounds, oordinating
conjuctions)

Pandora (3 weeks)
Fronted Adverbial,
relative clauses
Space Biography(2
weeks)
Coming Home (1 week)
La Luna(1 week) (no
rainbow grammar)

Spring 2 (6 weeks)

Oxford Reading Owl
Great Artists (2 sessions)

Infinite Lives of Maise Day
(2 weeks)

She- Wolf – Dan Smith (3
weeks)

Cicada (1 lesson)

Curiosity Story of Mars (1
week)

White Fang (Oxford Owl)

Song lyrics
Song lyrics (1 week)

Rainforest Calling – twinkl
ebook (2 weeks)

Women in Space (1 week)

Book Week linked SR

Private Peaceful – Micheal
Morpurgo (2 weeks )

The Listeners poem –walter
de la Mere 1 week
A Christmas Wish –
Katherine Rundell (2weeks)

Everest – Alexander
Stewart 1 week

Shakeltons Journey –
William Grill (link to house
of 100 clocks same era) (1
week)

Oxford Owl stand alone
texts (1 week)
Jamie Drake Equation (1
week)

Mythical Beasts
OXFORD Owl (1 week)

The clockwork Crow –
Catherine Fisher (1 week)

Running Wild – Micheal
Morpurgo (1 week)

The Great Kapok
Tree/Palm oil video (2
weeks)
The Explorer (5 weeks)

Rainforest poetry (1 week)
Survivors – David Long (1
week)
House of 100 clocks (2
weeks)
Blackberry Blue – Jamelia
Gavin (1 week)
The Jungle Book – Rudyard
Kipling (some resources on

weblink) (1 week)

The Castle of Tangled
Magic/Cookie and the most

Space stories (2 weeks)

annoying girl in the world
(1 week)

Oxford Reading Owl –
Maggie Aderin Pocock

Writing
focus:

Writing to inform:
Explanation text (LL)
Writing to inform: nonchronological report
(DnD)
Writing to inform:
recount diary entry
(DnD)

Writing to entertain:
description writing (P)
Writing to inform: Non
chron report (P)
Writing to persuade:
Persuasive holiday
brochure (P)
Writing to inform:
Biography (Bio)
Writing to entertain
Setting description (CH)

Writing to entertain
Narrative (RPS)
Writing to entertain setting description (RPS)
Writing to entertain writing a poem (TH)
Writing to Inform writing to discuss Newspaper
(BABOC)
Writing to entertain: narrative (BABOC)
Writing to entertain: Poetry (BABOC)
Writing to Inform/ writing to discuss Newspaper
(VB)
Writing to discuss balanced argument (VB)

Writing to persuade:
Persuasive advert for an
invention (THOHC)
Writing to entertain:
narrative (THOHC)
Writing to entertain:
description (THOHC)
Writing to entertain:
narrative (dialogue)
(THOHC)

Writing to entertain:
Setting description
(TGKT)
Writing to persuade:
Persuasive letter and
persuasive speech(TGKT)
Writing to entertain
writing a poem (__)
Writing to entertain:
setting description (TE)
Writing to inform writing
to discuss – newspaper
report(TE)
Writing to inform:
Biography (Bio) (TE)
Writing to discuss
balanced argument (TH)

Maths

Number and place value
Addition and subtraction

Science

Properties and changes
to materials

Geography

Multiplication and
division
Area and perimeter

Fractions, decimals, percentages

Position and direction
Properties of shape

Statistics
Measurement
Living things and their
habitats
Animals including
humans

Earth and space
Forces

Place knowledge –
locations of Viking
invasions

Study of a South
American country.
Comparison to UK

Deforestations, layers of
rainforest

History

Music

Art

Vikings and Anglo Saxons

Living on a prayer

Basic art skills unit
Clay (mark making) –
dragon eyes
Creating
texture

Link to computing

Kapow – Formal
elements: Architecture
relate to rockets rather
than houses (monoprinting) (3 lessons)
Print design
Peter Thorpe Space Art

D&T

Design your own
dragon

PE

Football

Gymnastics

Teams/E-Safety

Scratch
Music programming

I.C.T

R.E

RSHE

The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air

Collage/Water paint – Viking boat scenes
Kapow Art and Design: Shields (design for a
purpose)

5.1 Inspirational People
in today's world
What can we learn from
great leaders and
inspiring examples in
today’s world?

What makes our
identity?

What decisions can
people make with
money?

Self-portraits:
Romero Britto

Carnival Music linked to
Brazil topic

Rainforest animals
Zentangle – adapt Y6
planning Kapow?
Henri Rousseau artwork

Designing and making
rockets

3.4 Inspirational people
from the past (recap
previous knowledge
before linking to today’s
world)

Dancing in the street

Anglo-Saxon Broche
Viking longboats

Making a Brazilian dish

How will your beast
open its mouth?

Dance

Fitness/Swimming

Athletics/Swimming

Cricket/OAA

Micro:bit
Programming

Search engines
Researching reliable
information

Data transferring and
binary code

3D design

5.2 Religion and the
Individual, what matters
to Christians? What is
expected of a person in
following a religion or
belief?

How can we help in an
accident or emergency?

5.3 Beliefs and
questions: How do
people’s beliefs about
God, the world and
others have impact on
their lives?
How can friends
communicate safely?

5.4 Beliefs in action in
the world.

How can drugs common
to everyday life affect
health?

5.4 Is it better to express
your religion in arts and
architecture or in charity
and generosity?
Examples from
Christianity and Islam
What jobs would we
like?

